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Poke Ends Collegiate Career in Style 
Senior Mandy Poke Leads Team to NSIC Championship 
By Jake Loftus 
On Saturday, Feb. 23, the Concordia 
University women's basketball team had plenty 
to celebrate. It was senior day and the final 
home game of the regular season. The Con­
cordia team features only one senior, Mandy 
Poke (#13), who was playing her last regular 
season game as a Golden Bear. Poke was the 
team's only senior and realized the responsibili­
ties that this brought. "Being the only senior 
on the team has been a great experience and 
opportunity," Poke explained. "It didn't hit me 
until preseason*' began that my given presence 
as a senior holds such a significant role. It 
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was then when I decided to give meaning to 
myself and understand that I am accountable for 
all of my actions." Poke, who is an elemen­
tary education major, keeps very busy during 
the season on and off the basketball court. 
She spends most of the day student-teaching 
at College Prep Elementary from 8:00am to 
4:30pm and going straight to practice and 
games after that. "It can get really crazy," 
Poke says of her schedule. "But having such 
great teammates that always have my back on 
and off the court, an understandable coach who 
is always accommodating to me and my sched­
ule and taking advantage of the moments you 
get to sleep have been key and made ttiis 
experience all worth it." 
Poke and her team had much more to 
celebrate on senior day following a big win. 
The Golden Bears defeated Sioux Falls 76-
47, finishing the regular season with a re­
cord of 21-5, claiming the fifth NSIC Regular 
Season Division Championship in their history. 
"Winning the NSIC regular season title was 
incredible," says Poke. "At first we thought 
we were just celebrating senior night and then 
they had [Championship] T-shirts and every­
thing for us. It was awesome. I honestly do 
not think it hit us going into the last weekend 
that we just won the conference. We have 
just been taking it game by game and trying 
to walk away with a win every weekend." 
The division title eventually led to two NSIC/ 
Sanford Health Basketball Tournament wins at 
the Gangelhoff Center for the Bears in the first 
round of the tournament against Minnesota, 
Crookston, and in the quarterfinals against 
Northern State. In the Northern State game. 
Poke, in what may have been her last game 
at the Gangelhoff Center, was named player 
of the game. Though that's a good note to 
end on. Poke and the Bears plan on going 
a lot further. "It's not over," she says. "We 
want more!" Sounds like Poke wants to go 
with the Ray Lewis approach of ending a ca­
reer, with a championship. Good luck to Poke 
and the rest of the Woman's team as they 
go forward. 
The team earned an at-large berth 
with the third seed in the 2013 NCAA Central 
Region Tournament. The toumament will be 
hosted by the top-seeded Washburn University 
in Topeka, Kan. The Golden Bears will be 
taking on sixth-seeded Augustana. The bears 
lost to Augustana the last time the two teams 
met (55-43). The re-match will take place 
on Friday, Mar. 15. Good luck, Lady Bears! 
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PUBLICATION AND THE VIEWS EXPRESSED ARE NOT NECESSARIll THAT 
UNIVERSirr, BUT OF THE WRITERS AND STAFF INVOLVED IN THE PU8I 
Dear students, faculty, and Concordia community members. 
Can we ail agree that winter just needs to be over already? 
Good, moving on. T have heard many responses to the last issue 
(Special Edition on Human Sexuality) with my own ears, but un­
fortunately we did not receive any written responses. Hopefully that 
is a sign that we did our job well. 
However, I did get a few emails asking what the differ­
ence between civil unions and marriage is. To clarify any questions 
you may have about the two, we have wnitten an article on the 
adjoining page. Please feel free to send any other questions you 
may have about the sexuality discussion to sword@csp.edu or my 
personal email at loobeekk@csp.edu. 
On a completely separate note. The Sword is starting a 
Concordia Twitter picture campaign! Do you have some good pictures of you and your friends 
hanging out on campus? Snapped a pic of the albino squin-el lately? Tweet them at @CSP-
theSword and your pictures could be featured in the next issue of The Sword I 
Happy St. Patt^i t}^ artdf' the trish luck be ever in your favor! 
•'""••'-S bs'iRo seii'c. Kristi Loobeek r;o seii. 
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iyil.Union vs. Marriage 
What is the Difference? 
By Alicia 
a survey was conducted on the 
same-se>i,,4|n^age^^ students and faculty. Results of the 
^nfusion OT**We definition of dvil union and marriage the 
ief overview on tfie difference as well as other unions 
In 
standings 
surv^ 
folidwipl^ is 
thalN^xist. 
Marriage is defined as a legally contracted union between two 
domesticated partners, in most states spedfically between a man and a 
woman. The couple holds a licen^ recognized by the state that they 
are legally joined in a union where Uiey are each responsible for the 
other's necessities for life. In 1996, the federal government passed the 
Defense of Marriage Art (DOMA), in order to define marriage as a 
union between one man and one woman only. 
Civil union is defined as a l^ally recognized form of partnership 
that is similar to nrianiage, designed to legally recognize a same-sex 
couple, it offers a couple the same t)enefits of a married couple (espe­
cially in health situations) without a state recognized license. While many 
countries recognize dvil unions the U.S. federal government does not 
due to the DOMA. Hovrever, tfi^e are a few states that will recognize 
civil unions, Vemiont being the very first to legally recognize the union 
in 2000. 
Domestic partnership is arvoth^- union that some states choose 
to recognize. Defined as a legai or interpersonal relationship between 
a couple that shares comnnon ctomestic life and live together. While it 
sounds similar to a civil union, some states do not see it as an op­
portunity for couples to receive the same benefits as a married o^uple. 
A domestic partnership can be between a same-sex or different-sex 
couple. According to stpaul.gov, the city recognizes a domestic partner­
ship as two adults that: 
•Are not related by blood or adoption closer than permitted under 
marriage laws of the state; 
•Have entered into a committed interdependent relaticmship 
•Are competent to enter into a contract; 
•Have no other domestic partner with whom tiie hous^old is 
shared, or with whom the adult person has another domestic partner; 
•Are jointiy responsible tp each other for the necessities of life. 
Couples that meet these requirements are able to ap{% for dmiestic 
partnership, for a fee of $20. 
With the knowledge of the difference' between unions, individuals 
can better understand the upcoming legislation of legalizing gay marriage 
and civil unions. If you feel strongly about this topic, get iwcrfved! Talk 
to your congressmen and check out events and groupy»8^gupport your 
view. 
Deltas Travel to Rome 
Concordia Honors Students Tour the Eternal City 
By Jay Weiler 
The Delta class of the Concordia University Honors Program 
travelled to Rome over the class' 
capstone requirement—a two-credit course called Building for Eternity." 
Concordia's HoncMS Program ^eks to integrate the Christian faith with 
classroom learning. 
Over the course of the trip, D^te students explored the ways 
the Christian faith influenced the creation, diestruction, and perseveration 
of Roman sites. The (dass toured many of Rome's attractions, from the 
major sites (rf the Colosseum and St. Peter's Basilica to smaller ones 
like the Catacombs of Prisdila. 
Perhaps tiie most unique experience ttie Deltas had was that of 
Pope Benedict's final papal address. Benedict is the^ first pope since 
1415 to step away from the position. The address took place on Feb. 
27—the day before his ofiidal resignation. 
According to some estimates, ttie Pope addressed around 150,000 
people. The crowd stretched a half-mile down Via della Conciliazione, 
the road perpendicular to St. Peter's Square. 
The Deltas were fortunate enough to secure a spot at the ad­
dress just behind the obelisk in the center of St. Peter's Square. This 
position placed them by an aisle ttie Pope drove through seated in the 
"Popemobile." The group at one prant was no more than ten feet from 
B e n e d i c t .  . . .  
, All ot ttie e]V)«rience;?. for a fitting end to 
program and college career. "I can think of no better place to e^qakxe 
the intersection of faith and learning, as well as faitti and cul&jre," said 
senior Kyle Sorkness about the trip. 
For more information at)out the trips induding pholos and biogs, 
please see rome.csphonors.org. 
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What's in a Name? 
Concordia Buildings Tell a Story 
By Jay Weiler 
Concordia, as with many universities, displays its rich history 
through the names of its buildings. The history of the names fades 
quickly; there are already two classes of students that never knew the 
man who lent his namesake to Hoist Hall. Names are important at 
Concordia, and knowing their stories reveals much about the impact that 
presidents, donors, and other influential figures have had on the univer­
sity. 
This article will highlight three stories: 
the Buenger Education Center (BEC), the 
Buetow Memorial Music Center, and Meyer 
Hall. Much of the following information is 
drawn from Professor Kenneth Kaden's "A 
Century of Sen/ice: A Centennial History of 
Concordia College, St. Paul.'" 
BEC 
The BEC, originally called the 
Buenger Memorial Library before the LTC opened in 2003, was named 
after the Rev. Theodore Buenger, the first president of. the newly-opened 
Concordia College in 1893. He served the college for fifty years, first as 
president until 1927 and then as professor until his retirement In 1943. 
Rev. Buenger was instrumental in creating the new college and 
he strove to make it into a viable school. Under him, Concordia obtained 
land for permanent residence and built many of the buildings that still 
stand. It is fitting that the BEC is one of the most important places on 
campus. 
Buetow Memorial Music Center 
Concordia struggled to find funding for the new music building in 
"[...] knowing their stories reveals much 
about the impact that presidents, donors, 
and other influential hgures have had on 
the university." 
1972. Five LCMS districts pledged money for about half of the construc­
tion costs, but CSP was $159,000 short of their goal three months after 
the building's dedication. 
The last bit of funding for the music building was originally 
pledged by Herbert P. Buetow, who had previously created a scholar­
ship fund for Concordia. Unfortunately, Mr. Buetow passed away before 
he was able to finalize his gift. Despite the 
tragedy, his family decided to proceed with the 
intended donation. In light of their decision, the 
Board of Control of Concordia decided to name 
the new building "The Herbert P. Buetow Me­
morial Music Center." A-portrait of Mr. Buetow 
and his wife Luella currently hangs outside of 
the Buetow Auditorium. 
Meyer Hall 
The building that students now know as 
Meyer Hall used to be simply called the "Classroom Building." It was 
renamed later to reflect the grand contributions of Drs. Gerhardt (Gary) 
and Loma Meyer. 
Dr. Loma Meyer's service to Concordia is especially significant. 
She worked at Concordia for 39 years and served in many different roles 
such as professor. Vice President for Academic Affairs, Executive Vice 
President, and Chair of the Board of Regents. Dr. Meyer's contributions 
are honored on a plaque on the second floor of Meyer Hall. 
Concordia has a rich history, but the people behind the buildings 
that are most significant. When attending classes, meetings, or events 
this week, be mindful that every building has a story. 
Professor for the Day Series 
CSP Invites Government Officials to Teach For a Day 
* 
By Nicole Zastrow 
This February,? Concordia started a new learning series called 
"Professor for the Day." In this series, a government official is invited 
to take the role of a professor in one of the American Government 
classes here at CSP. Dr. Bruce Corrie and the Student Senate Ex­
ecutive Board help in the coordination of the series. 
The first guest professor was Representative Kurt Daudt, the 
Minority Leader for Minnesota. Among the students in the American 
Government class were President Ries, Vice President Loan Maly, and 
Vice President Eric LaMott. The group was treated to a lecture on 
the government experience of Daudt. 
The second guest of the series was the Honorable Senator 
Torrey Westrom, who taught the class on March 5. The first blind 
Minnesota legislator, Senator Westrom presented to students about 
public service. 
These learning series are open to all students. Check your 
CSP email account for information about upcoming "Professor for the 
Day" lectures. 
March 2013 
"Visibility Campaign" Highlights CSP 
Marketing with a Plan 
By Christian Muters 
Over the past few years there have been many changes within 
Concordia, St. Paul. Hoist Hall was built, President Reis came into of­
fice, and now the tuition reset. With ail of these changes the Department 
of Marketing and Communications decided that CSP needed a face-lift 
so they came up with a marketing plan. The goal was to increase the 
awareness of the school and what Concordia St. Paul was before the 
tuition reset: a value investment. Jason DeBoer-Moran, the Director of 
Marketing and Communications, was able to peel back the curtains to 
show who Is in control of the marketing plan and what the future may 
bring. 
In a general sense, the plan is to get out and increase visibility 
to let people know what kind of university Concordia is: the "Visibility 
Campaign." This includes web-based ads, like YouTube or the ad­
vertisement section on certain blogs. Also a large number of billboards 
placed throughout the Twin Cities. There are even advertisements at the 
Mall of America, on the radio, and in magazines and newspapers. Of 
course, they still have their social media sights that help to spread the 
news as well. This has been the biggest marketing push that CSP has 
ever done. 
One main focus of the "Visibility Campaign" is to become no­
ticed by the community as a private university separate from Concordia 
Moorhead or any other Concordias within the Midwest and the nation. 
Another goal is to focus on Concordia as a whole; DeBoer-Moran called 
it "branding the house," saying general awareness of Concordia St. Paul 
has been the big push. This includes everything from the undergradu­
ate and graduate programs to the sports and arts. The intended result 
is for people to start thinking about CSP like, "Oh, yeah! That's the 
Concordia with the championship volleyball team," or "Oh yeah! That's 
the Concordia with the great business programs." 
So do not be surprised or alarmed when you see advertise­
ments for CSP. The marketing team, which includes the Department of 
Marketing and Communications, the Admission Directors, and the Senior 
Vice President, Eric LaMott, is working diligently to show everyone CSP 
a place where private education is a value investment. 
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CSP's Softball Sweetheart 
By Amanda Och 
Bekah Roth 
Bekah Roth has a life-long dedication to the sport of softball. 
Her ^ther played on a Police Lawmen National team, so "[she's] been 
around the game since she could crawl." Growing up in Shoreview, 
Minn., Roth began playing at age 6, but her true commitment came at 
age It when she quit competitive dancing in order to focus 100% on 
softball. The best part about softball, in Roth's opinion, is "the fact that 
softbalt is nrore than just a game and can teach me things that I will 
use my entire life such as competitiveness, team work, and indepen­
dence." After playing at Mounds View High School, Roth followed In her 
sister's footsteps to play college ball, and now plays second base here 
at CortccHtiia. 
FoHowing their 33-23 spring 2012 record, Bekah and the rest of 
the team are excited for the new season to start. Between seasons, 
tte girts lifted three days per week, conditioned once a week, worked 
in small groups with their coach, as well as individual training. The 
t^m K currently preparing for spring ball with lifting twice per week and 
team yoga each Friday, in addition to practice. "Individually, I've been 
working on sonie cardio and hitting on my own," states Roth. 
The team's goal for this season is to make is back Into the 
Sweet 16 again, as ttiey did In the 2012 season. Roth states that she 
has (^JvKHis goals such as winning, hitting homeruns, but the team Is 
"focusirig on the phrase 'get better' which our coach Implemented the 
first day of practice." Roth herself would like to increase her batting 
average and lessen her fielding errors firom 
last year. "But more than that, t^ng 
conference champs Is what the team 
is aiming for!" Roth assures that 
the team Is already looking very 
promising: "We show up every 
day ready to work and have great 
team chemistry. I am hopeful for this 
year!" 
Roth, currently a junior at Concordia, 
is a Criminal Justice Major and is also 
minoring In Sociology. Crimirtal Justice has 
always been a passion of hers; scHnething that 
has been passed down from her ^atfier and 
older sister who are now police officets. Spe­
cific areas within criminal Justrce that interest her 
include criminal scene investigation, working witti 
drug enforcement, or working with juvenile courts. 
She hopes to one day either intern or work as 
a detective or solving crimes at the Bureau, of 
Criminal Apprehension. Roth hopes to continire 
her love of softball by coaching high school 
softball after she graduates. 
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Clearing His Hurdles 
Zoch Pederson breaks his record 
Pboto Credit Coitconl/a l/nivtmity 
By Betsy Baidridge 
"1 have been working to break this 
record for four years. When 1 finally broke it 
my first reaction was: finally." Zach Pederson 
recently broke Concordia's 60 meter hurdle 
record. He wiped out the previous time of 
8.52 seconds with a low time of 8.4 
onds at Bethel and then wiped it Aut 
at the conference meet with a time of 8.38 
seconds. The 60 meter hurdle is all about 
getting out fast and this was a weakness for 
him. Pederson and his coach were excited to 
be successful in this event. He had determi­
nation and motivation that helped him Improve 
and finally beat the goal that he had set for 
himself. 
Pederson had major setbacks his 
freshman year due to injuries. The height 
level on the hurdles Is raised in the collegiate 
level and he had to work on Increasing his 
flexibility and strength. He was able to achieve 
this goal by consistent practice, even In the 
offseason. Setting short-term and long-term 
goals kept him focused on what he wanted to 
achieve. He even used the help of videos arul 
books to get him where he Is today. Ped­
erson gives credit to two coaches that have 
.-^Jb§l£>gtiUbiOL.tfeg.J!2S§L.Jli^^ 
coach Luke Sulovich arKi his current head 
coach Sam Johnson contributed immensely to 
get him where he is at today. Sulovich helped 
him devekip all of his workouts and drills for 
hurdles that he still uses to this day. Head 
Coach Sam Johnson has helped him develop 
most of®1he 400 meter hurdle workouts and 
he has used these since he was a sopho­
more. 
Pederson looks forward to the 110 
meter high hurdles this season. He was able 
to break the record his freshman year and 
feels very confident that we can see good 
times for thte event. If he can get down to 
mid to high 14 seconds, he wrill qualify for 
nationals and will be able to place high at the 
outdoor conference champkmships. 
Pederson stays successful in track by 
focusing on his goals and not letting things 
get in the way. He has a routine t}efore races 
that help him focus on the goal ahead of 
him. He has rituals Nke getting a good night 
sl^p, wearing short black socks and hanging 
out with the guys the night before the race. A 
strong freshman is something that Zach 
wants to see m the future for Concordia tracks 
Although ttus may be we can 
to. see more »^^m H^^^spring. ' 
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Looking to Finish Strong 
Brittany Dohmen Races for Personal Best 
By Betsy Baidridge 
Senior, Brittany Dohmen wants to fin­
ish her career on the Concordia Tracit team by 
accomplishing all of her personal best goals. 
Running her best time in both the 200 and 400 
meter dash would help her check those goals off 
her list. Since Dohmen is a. senior and this is 
her last season with the track team, she wants 
to have a rewarding season. She would like 
to have the opportunity to run in the finals at 
the outdoor conference meet. Dohmen wants to 
leave Concordia knowing that she left everything 
on the track. 
The indoor season started out a little 
shaky for Dohmen but she was able to end the 
indcx)r season on a good note by having good 
times at the indoor conference. Ending the in­
door season on good terms will help her look 
ahead for the outdoor season. With all of her 
training, she has been able to stay in competi­
tive shape while hoping to work more on im­
proving her top-end speed. 
Dohmen looks forward to seeing the team 
grow. During the indoor season she was able 
to see her teammates accomplish their goals as 
well as help each other. They were able to 
sharpen their skills and accomplish things they 
didn't know they were capable of. After leav­
ing the track team, Dohmen hopes that the 
underclassmen can continue working hard and 
improving their scores so they can stay com­
petitive with the other teams in the conference. 
Staying in the same routine is some­
thing that Dohmen has to do. Keeping the 
pre-race warm up routine helps keep her 
nerves in check and focus on the race ahead. 
Since joining the track team four years ago, 
Dohmen has made major improvements. She 
has been able to accelerate her speed each 
year in sprints as well as develop a strong 
running, technique that allows her to be a more 
efficient runner. She has also improved on the 
use of starting blocks. 
Having a successful outdoor season 
is something that Dohmen looks forward to. 
Watching the team grow from when she was 
a freshman is something that she will be able 
to look back on and remember the memories. 
She continues to encourage her teammates and 
Photo Credit: Lifetouch 
help them accomplish overall team goals. After 
she graduates, she hopes to stay close to her 
fellow teammates and will continue to sup­
port Concordia's track team. Dohmen hopes 
to make this last outdoor season her best 
one yet! 
Come Join the Tri-Pi IVIath Club For: 
GAME NIGHT! 
Lots of Great Games 
prizes! 
Join fellow Concordia students to partipate in game 
shows and other games for the chance to win cool 
prizes. 
Thursday, April 4 
8-11 PM, BEC 
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Teammates, Roommates, Best Friends 
Enderlin ond Hagenson Lead lody Bear Golf 
By Kristi Loobeek 
"You meet some of your best friends 
in college"—we've alt heard it, but these two 
are living proof. Third year seniors, Monica 
Enderlin and Kelly Hagenson, have been nearly 
inseparable since they met freshman year. Both 
young ladies are key players for the Concordia 
women's golf team, as well as Graphic Design 
Majors—not to mention roommates as well. 
Enderlin, a native of Middleton, Wis., 
explained that she "started doing junior camps 
when I was in elementary school once a sum­
mer for golf because it was something 1 enjoyed. 
1 didn't start golfing seriously until high school 
and had never even played a regulation golf 
course until two weeks Ijefore the start of the 
high school golf season." A lot has changed 
since those days; last year, Enderlin placed 2 at 
the Wildwood Lodge CU Invitational and finished 
9 at the NSIC Women's Golf Championship, 
both impressive accomplishments for an athletic 
sophomore. Enderlin also holds the University 
record for women's low round with a 71. 
Hailing from a much higher latitude, Ha­
genson is a native of Staples, Minn.. For 
Hagenson, golf was a natural choice. She ex­
plained, "My whole family plays golf so I grew 
up around the game. 1 started competing on my 
varsity high school team in 8th grade and have 
had a passion for it ever since then." During the 
2011-12 season, Hagenson placed her best fin­
ish as a Golden Bear, tied for 9 at the Wayne 
State Spring Invite. 
With t)oth ladies entering their third and 
final season, Enderlin explained how the team, 
as a whole, is looking this year, "We have a 
lot of talent on our team this year with several 
different people contending for top five spots. It 
should be a good, competitive season and we 
hope to be right up there in the top teams each 
weekend." 
Enderlin's goal for this season is plain 
and simple: "to qualify for the regional tourna­
ment and have a good shot at contending to go 
to the national championship in Daytona Beach, 
Fl. this May." Hagenson is more retrospec-
tive when explaining her goals, "Since this is 
H 
my last season with the team, I want to play 
some of the best golf of my life. I want to 
shoot the lowest score of my career and have 
more consistent scores. But, most importantly, 
1 want to have fun and enjoy the short time 1 
have left with my teammates," She continued, 
"They're like family to me and I'm going to 
miss not only golfing with them but just goofing 
around and having a good time." 
While both ladies are Graphic Design 
Majors, Enderlin boasts a Minor in Market­
ing and Hagenson adds a Photography Minor 
to her resume. Along with golf, Enderlin and 
Hagenson both apply their design talents to 
the Concordia student-newspaper. The Sword. 
Hagenson is one of the main layout assistants 
while Enderlin holds the title of Production 
Manager. Most of aesthetic appeal you see in 
Photo Credit: Concordia llnivemity 
the paper you're reading right now is due to 
these talented ladies. 
Looking to the future, both golfers are 
distraught at the thought of being separat­
ed. Enderlin explained, "Kelly and 1 are best 
friends. [...] Being in most of the same class­
es, on the golf team together, and roommates, 
we are together almost 24/7. It will definitely 
be tough next year when we both graduate 
and have to go our separate ways." Hagenson 
mirrored these sentiments by stating, "We are 
pursuing the same major so we've had similar 
classes and since we're both on the golf team 
and we live together we are practically never 
apart. I'm going to miss her so much next 
year." 
. •-
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Rookie Golfer Comes Up Big 
By Anna Schield Matt Spier 
Matt Spier is a valuable member of the Concordia 
golf team, not only for his impressive personal accom­
plishments in competition but also for his contributions to 
team spirit and positiv^morale. After playing for Concordia 
in his first fall season;" Spier already placed third in the 
conference in scoring ayerage. His upcoming seasons look 
even more promising, with strong potential to be suc­
cessful at the gegional competitran and possibly qualify for 
nationals either individually or along with the team. Those 
targets are not out of reach. "My coach said if I keep 
doing what I'm doing I have a good shot for next fall," 
Spier said. 
In order to accomplish those goals t>e intends to 
continue improving his mental game. In fact, he empha­
sized mental stamina as one of the most vital aspects of 
golf. "If you can keep your mental game down you can 
play a lot better," he confirmed. Because of the mental nature of the 
game. Spier said, "I ttiink it's one of the hardest games. One day you 
can be really on, and the next day you can be completely off." 
But the sport's mental challenges are balanced by other attributes 
of the game. Spier enjoys golf because he says it is "relaxing, not 
aggressive like other sports; it's more calm and collected. It's just you 
and the golf course." Spier has played golf since he was two years old 
and has a true lifelong love for the sport. He appreciates that the game 
can be played "no matter how old you are." 
Spier also values his teammates. He says the 
team chemistry is his favorite part of playing on Con­
cordia's golf team: "We have great teamwork, and we 
work well together," he said. Even as a freshman. Matt 
contributes leadership to his team through the positive at­
titude he daily models and encourages his teammates to 
imitate. In return, he says he gains a lot from "watching 
the older players, learning as I go." In addition, he knows 
his teammates "help me in staying focused on the golf 
course and in drills so I don't get drained. They're help­
ing me have a stronger mental game." While the team 
members mutually support each other in their practice and 
competitions, their bonding goes beyond the bounds of 
the sport. Spier affimied, "We can talk about anything; 
the team is more of a family." 
Spier credits his coaches for their part in helping 
him improve since high school, especially in the mental aspects of his 
playing, and in leading him to future success. "They know a lot more; 
they have a better background, and can help improve your game." 
The Concordia men's golf team, with participants like Spier, will 
certainly continue to achieve success at the local conference level and 
beyond. "We have a young team, young talent; we can build up the 
team and be a successful program," Spier believes. Be sure to look for 
Concordia's name on the regional and national competition rosters next 
• Photo Credit: Concordia Univemity 
Riding Shotgun 
It's a Slam Dunk, Don't Drive Drunk" Campaign 
By Denzell Blackmon 
The game of basketball is generally played by very tall men and 
women, and there is no easier wreiy for them to score than to slam the 
basketball directly through the hoop. A slam dunk is easy, and so is 
avoiding drunk driving. This is the message that has been sent through 
an awareness campaign of "It's a slam dunk, don't drive drunk." 
The Northem Sun Intercollegiate Conference started the "It's a 
slam dunk, don't drive drunk" campaign to raise awareness on a big 
issue. In 2011, the Department of Public Safety reported 111 deaths 
from drunk driving incidents, which average out to about one death ev­
ery three days. On a late summer night in 2012, Southwest Minnesota 
State University head basketball coach Brad Bigler's five month old son, 
Drake, fell victim to a statistic. Coach Bigler and his wife later started 
the campaign in the NSIC, which quickly drew the attention of the NCAA, 
raising awareness. 
During February, two weeks were selected in which NSIC schools 
requested students, fans, and faculty to sign a pledge stating that you 
would not drive intoxicated. If you did pledge you received a blue brace­
let with the campaign's theme displayed on it. Senior Student Athlete 
Advisory Committee, (SAAC) representative Michael Willett felt great 
about the movement. "I think the campaign went well. The objective 
of the campaign was to spread the awareness and 1 think we did a 
good job of that. We had tables set up right where every fan had 
to walk by. We also handed out cool bracelets for reminders." The 
pledges were collected by NSIC SAAC members at each institution. Along 
with the pledges, SAAC also contributed with a video which featured 
students-athletes advocating the effort. 
4,800 pledges were collected in total throughout the conference. 
Southwest Minnesota State University and the University of Mary received 
$1,000 dollars each, which were donated to the Make-A-Wish Founda­
tion, for collecting the most pledges and having the highest percentage of 
pledges for spectators in attendance. Katie Feuerbach, a senior member 
of CU's SAAC, felt the campaign was effective: "I think that the night 
tumed out great for us at CU, and it sounds like the overall cause was 
respected and recognized throughout the NSIC community." 
As well as the campaign, some schools offer a "sober cab" 
service as work study for their students who cannot afford a taxi. "The 
main excuse I have heard is that a cab ride is too expensive," Feuer­
bach pointed out. Twenty dollars shouldn't be the difference between a 
safe night and a bad decision. "When people drink they can't gauge 
their level of intoxication and can make uneducated decisions." Willett 
pointed out. 
Overall, the campaign was a success. The NSIC achieved the 
goal of raising awareness throughout the conference. Athletic Director 
Regan McAthie said, "It was a great campaign. I was happy to see all 
the support it received. I think SAAC did a great job, especially since 
they usually only fundraise, and this was to help raise awareness for a 
cause." With the help of SAAC and the NCAA, the message has been 
spread: Don't drive drunk. 
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A Passion Tums Into a Life Calling 
Beth Albrecht 
By Hayley Bahnemann 
Education majors, when asked why they 
wanted to be a teacher, tend to produce the 
same answer: the influence of a good teacher. 
Beth Albrecht, a senior K-12 LCT Vocal Edu­
cation major, is one of them. She had always 
known that she wanted to be a teacher but she 
originally thought she would end up as a his­
tory or math teacher. In high school, she met 
a teacher that would change her ambitions. 
Albrecht has been around music her 
entire life. Both of her parents are musical: 
her dad was involved in the Blue Stars Drum 
Corp for seven years and her mom played 
saxophone and piano as well. Ever since she 
was young Albrecht's parents had instilled the 
love of music into her; she was in at least 
one choir (church, school, or both) since the 
age of 5, she started piano at age 4, and 
in third grade she started playing the clarinet, 
"They rhade it a priority in my life to get 
me involved in music one way or another, by 
allowing me to explore what I was good at 
musically and pushing me to try new things". 
So it was no wonder that Albrecht ended up 
in with a choir teacher who would inspire her 
like none ever had before. 
What made this choir director different 
from other choir directors? This director was 
good with people, made choir fun, supported 
her students, and she knew how to get things 
done to make the choir program a quality 
program. She also had a good attitude inside 
and outside of the program, which inspired her 
students to do the same. It was this attitude 
that allowed Albrecht to embrace something 
she excelled in doing and decide to make it 
a career. 
Albrecht went on to do solo and en­
semble throughout high school; in 2005 she 
was in All State Women's Choir in her home 
state of Washington and in 2009 she was the 
first alternate to state. Since coming to Con­
cordia she has been involved in Jubilate choir 
her freshman year, Christus chorus for the last 
three years (they even went to South Korea 
during summer break for their tour last year). 
Concert band for two-and-a-half years, voice 
lessons for four years, piano for three years, 
recorded music for the world premiere of Ger­
minal last month, performed a junior recital 
last year, and she has sung and played for 
Vespers services on Monday nights as well as 
Holden on Thursday nights. 
Outside of school she has played or­
gan at two churches in the area, taught a 
Wednesday night music lesson to a group of 
three and four year olds last year, she is 
involved in church choir when she goes home 
and she is now a member of the American 
Choral Directors Association (ACDA). 
Albrecht is hosting a senior recital on 
March 16, 2013 at three pm in the Buetow 
Auditorium, as well as preparing for the band 
tour to Duluth April19-21, 2013 and Christus 
choirs' tour to Washington D.C. during Eas­
ter break. Albrecht says, "I enjoy seeing how 
appreciative other people are when I am per­
forming for God, the people who helped me 
get there, and for the audience, not just me." 
I will be one of those people in the audience, 
look fonward to seeing you there. 
Hanging with friends? See something only Concordia people would appreciate 
(ex. the crazy squirrels)? Get a good action shot at a game or play? 
Snap a pic of your acti\;ities at CSP and tweet 
it to us @CSPtheSword Vour picture could be 
featured in the next issue of The Sword! 
follow us on 
tUlikfcer @CSPtheSword 
. "I ^ • -V i 
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Student Spotlight: Theatre 
AIOR Kslasek 
weaS^ to brfrtg a tot of my own 'tricks* to the role, and really make 
it my mm more so than any other role I have had so far." 
One questfori that seems to cross the minds of other students is why 
that pj^iiaiar sdiocrf? Why a student would chose to come to Concordia 
Ute^efs% instead of perhaps another school. "The combination of a great 
department wilh a good Christian atmosphere, I really love the teachers 
in ow dtej^tment because not only do you get the one on one attention 
yow need to be an actor but they also encourage you to go out and 
au®OT for shows outskfe of school [...] I also fove the strong Christ-
certered* environment that we have here where I can grow in my faith 
growfng as a performer. Wherever I may go in my life I want God 
to Narfored few the gifts and abilities he has given me." Holasek also 
raerttoied a tfttte advice for anyone wtio wishes to audition and give the 
tfteafre a try, "GO FOR ITf! I It is a tot of fun and until you 
try i yoa wiB never know if ft fs for you." As many other students at 
Cortcorcia, Hciasek ts also a part of many other things on campus, one 
of bemg ttm ChristiK Choir. He mentions that one of the favorite 
tffflngs as fsr coffege experiences go would have to be singing with 
ttie CSiris&ffi Choif^ "last spring we went to South Korea." Holasek would 
jtt^ Pte to merrtron the following to all of the students and faculty/ 
out #iere, "Come and see The Diary of Anne Frank showing March 
T4-T7. ft fe a great show with a great cast and admission is free for 
EVERYOfstEt n* 
By Jessica Leatherman 
Everyone who considers themselves a student has something irii 
mind for what they are going to do with their lives. Students know what 
they want from life or at least at some point they are able to realize 
what it Is they have wanted all along if they have not been already 
headed in that direction. Alan Holasek is one of those students who 
know where he is headed. As a senior, his intended major is Theatre 
with a minor in Dance as well. 
Time will tell everyone what is in their future, and for Holasek 
this happened when he was only 15-years-old. "1 first got involved 
with theatre when I was 15-years-old. I got cut from my high; school-
basketball team and decided to audition for a play our school was putting 
on at the time, because I had nothing else to do. I've been involved 
non-stop ever since." Holasek has enjoyed every minute he has got­
ten to spend on the stage and enjoys helping out theatre productions m 
any way that he can for the best' possible show. Hcrfasek has teen 
involved in a variety of different shows that extend far beyond Concorcffa 
University's doors. 
For example he has spent time working with the Paul Bunyan 
Playhouse and the Minnesota Showboat production of A Three 
Christmas. Holasek has also been in the recent shows on e^r^KiSt 
of Germinal and The Robber Bridegroom. He also mentfons ttie p^t 
musical of Pippin^ 'one of his favorite shows. ^Pippin was a rea% fim 
show to do with a lot of dancing, good songs, and funny parts. Rrt 
mainly it was because of the role I got to play. The chafacto'«as 
named Lewis and he was a really crazy and goofy character whiclk ixiacle 
him fun to play but what I really loved about this role \Mas> ttiet F 
651221-9000 
lEKMDAVE.Sr.r/M 
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The Diary of Anne Frank 
The Spring 2013 Student Production 
By Christian Muters 
Every year there is a play direc^ted by a student and this year 
that student is Alan Holasek. Every other year there is a directing class. 
The final project for that class is a one-act play that the students put 
together. They choose two students, a senior for the same year and a 
junior for the following year. This year is Holasek's production. 
Many have read this play by teachers or professors but Holasek 
"Many have read this play by teachers or pro­
fessors but Holasek assured me that this Is still a 
show that people will want to see." 
assured me that this is still a show that people will want to see. He 
believes that a script is like a coloring book without any color, and as 
the director he has the opportunity to put his mark on it. He even said 
that he has made some changes to the script that has made it different 
than normal. Holasek sees this play as a metaphor for hope even in 
the darkest of times. This is because Anne Frank never seems to lose 
hope, even after everyone else has. However, with the little twist that 
he added, Holasek would like to pose this question: "Would Anne Frank 
have felt the same way if she had survived Auschwitz?" 
Not only should people see the play because it is interesting, but 
people should see it because of all the hard work that all the students 
are putting into it. Along with Alan Holasek, there are ten men and 
women acting as well as four others helping with stage managing, lights, 
and costumes. The biggest difficulty that this production has is that it is 
exac:tly one month away from the last school production, Germinal. This 
is difficult bec:ause at least half of the students in Anne Frank were a 
part of Germinal in some way, meaning that they have only had about a 
month to prepare. Even so, Holasek has enjoyed working with the cast 
and crew. He has also enjoyed working with the script and hopes that 
many people will cwme to see the show. It is premiering on Thursday 
March 14 at 7;00pm and will continue each night until Sunday March 
17 at 2:00 pm. It is encouraged that everyone should go see it if they 
get the chance. 
Concordia Student Gets First Book Published 
Dysfunctional: Portraits of a Small Town 
By Lehleih Garyu 
Cristopher Gibson's first book Dysfunctional: Portraits Of A SmaU 
Town will be on shelves at both college and local bookstores all over the 
Twin Cities on Mar. 24. The Concordia senior takes us on a non-fiction 
journey through his life. The twist to the Perry, Okla. native's book is 
that it is written not only in poem fomi but also comically. Gibson has 
been joumaling since the first grade thanks to his mom who gave him 
his first journal because his imagination was just too big for his small 
town life. Gibson says that being the youngest of three older siblings 
"Being the youngest of three older siblings and 
not having a lot of friends gave him a lot of time 
when he was younger to write." 
and not having a lot of friends gave him a lot of time when he was 
younger to write. His poetry and writing skills evolved over time through 
various spoken word poetry, teaching workshops, hip-hop lyrical writing, 
and, competing in poetry slams all over Minnesota. 
Surprisingly, Gibson decided to begin writing his first book just 
last spring. Like most artist who tend to write books in quiet, isolated 
places, Gibson is inspired the most to write while riding the city bus. 
Gibson says, there's a lot of interesting stuff that happens on the bus. 
Although, Gibson's creative writing comes from his wild imagination his 
downfall is overthinking what he writes. Overthinking causes his writing 
to become over analyzed sometimes, says Gibson. He likes to let other 
people be the judge of his creativity. Gibson's biggest inspiration in writ­
ing is musician Soupy from the band. The Wonder Years. Shane Hollie 
is also one of Gibson's favorite poets because of his humorous poems. 
Gibson explains how poet Shane Hollie encouraged him the most to put 
out a comedic based poetry chap book. 
During Gibson's down time he enjoys spending time with his 
wife who is also a Concordia University alumnus, and booking shows 
with his group, Shark Hooks. He is also currently working in a church. 
In May, Gibson will be graduating with a Bachelors degree in Christian 
Ministry and a minor in Advertising. Unfortunately, writing books will not 
be a career plan for Gibson's future he says. For now he only wishes 
for support with his first book fronfi Concordia students. Gibson also 
guarantees that anyone who reads Dysfunctional: Portraits Of A Small 
Town will be able to relate, since the book is widely based on various 
lifestyles from small towns to big cities and trailer parks. After reading 
Dysfunctional: Portraits Of A Small Town, Gibson would like Concordia 
students to take with them the notion in life that no matter where you 
are from, you're just like someone else. 
n 
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From Flow Time to Show Time 
By Anna Paulson 
Insight into Bockstage Theatre 
Have you ever become so engaged in an activity, you lose track 
of time? The Theatre Department has a name for this experience: "Flow 
time." In the creation of sets for theatre productions. Professor Jim See­
mann emphasizes the importance of flow time. "You're lost in thought, 
and it's a wonderful break from the rest of life," says Seemann, who 
has designed sets for companies like Disney. Flow time 
fuels the building of theatrical sets. Although part 
of the background, sets provide a crucial 
emotional connection with audiences. As 
with costumes and lighting, set design is 
an art in itself. 
Besides showing location, the 
purpose of theatrical sets is to create 
mood on the stage. "If you read a novel, 
sometimes hundreds of pages are dedicated to 
exposition," Seemann explains. "Things like costumes 
and sets take that burden away from the playwrite in order to intensify 
the story." Senior Jessica Leatherman, a volunteer in backstage theatre 
for the productions Pippin and Germinal, points out that, "A lot of theatre 
is interpretation. For example, if you want a sad mood, you don't want 
bright, fun lights." Sets, lights, and costumes enhance the perspective 
"Theatre is more of what 
goes on behind the scenes" 
- Professor Jim Seemann 
of the playwrite or director. 
Concordia's theatrical sets are mainly built by staff and vol­
unteers, with some work study students. Different sets take different 
amounts of time to create, but Seemann guesses that for every hour of 
rehearsal and performance, there are three hours provided by the staff 
. and students of backstage theatre. He notes that the 
student volunteers, "come from all walks of life 
and all races, but they share one thing in 
common and that is pride in their work. 
They're motivated, they're proud, and it 
energizes them." Materials used for sets 
include wood, styrofoam, and steel, most 
of which is recyclable. 
Most audiences probably do not realize 
how much time and skill goes Into crafting the 
right costumes, lighting, and sets. But the reality is that 
without them, the show could not go on. Leatherman sums it up well: 
"Theatre is more of what goes on behind the scenes, not the actors, 
because if an actor is missing, the show goes on. But If you don't have 
lights, you're in the dark." 
Dark Sides Movie Review 
A New Take on Possession 
By Lauren Erath 
Dark Skies centers on the Barrett family, 
whose instable lives worsen once they are selected 
by the Greys. Lacy <Keri Russell) and Daniel 
(Josh Hamilton) not only have to pay overdue 
bills and care for their sons Jesse (Dakota Goyo) 
and Sam (Kadan Rockett), they also must solve 
the mystery behind impossible break-ins, suspi­
cious bruises, and sudden fits that steal control 
of their bodies. And all this must be done before 
the elusive Greys claim them for good. "I think 
there's a great twist, which often you don't have 
in scary movies," Producer Jason Blum says about 
Dark Skies. Although it is a low-budget film, Blum 
claims it's the scariesf movie he's seen. He says 
this is because Dark Skies focuses on realism, 
characters, and plot progression rather than special 
effects. According to Blum, the best scares start 
with great stories. 
I give Dark Skies a full Sword for Cinematic 
Quality. It has great intensity and a believable 
set—which takes place in a real neighborhood—that 
set the mood for an eerily realistic thriller. The 
movie's creators wisely portray the Grey's as an 
outside force whose actions can only be detected 
in their consequences. This gives them a feeling 
of progressive invasiveness, which is necessary 
to ease viewers Into the story's believability. The 
constant contrast between light and dark settings 
lets the film switch successfully between unnerv­
ing and familiarly-calm atmospheres. 
The feature barely earns a full Sword for 
Engagement. At first, the Grey's actions appear 
cliche for an alien force. For example, they 
scatter food , on the kitchen floor and make intri­
cate structures with cans and dishes.'^Wdwevefr . 
t h e  i n t e n s i t y  p i c k s  u p  a n d  g r a b s  t h e '  a u d i e n c e ' ' "  "  
attention with unique and frightening circum­
stances like Daniel's horrific bloody nose. 
I award Dark Skies a full Sword for act­
ing. The actors create a realistic family dynamic 
and never over-act. This is essential to the 
movie's success, since it focuses on the char­
acter's actions more than that of their attackers. 
For Plot, Dark Skies receives half a 
Sword. Although the creators give it a unique 
spin, the film still sticks to expected science-
fiction events. Also, it uses some camera-re­
cording footage like in Paranormal Activity, which 
is an exhausted technique. The motion picture 
needs something more outrages or creative to 
get a full Sword. A new footage technique or 
angle to storytelling would have met my criteria. 
I grant Dark Skies half a Sword for 
Overall Performance. Although it's stirring and 
enjoyable, the movie needs something to solidify 
it. This could be an overall message, another 
twist with a lasting impact, or an im­
age/characteristic that distinguishes it from 
other abduction-thrillers or immortalizes it 
in viewers' minds. 
With 4 out of 5 Swords, Dark Skies is 
an unsettling horror film that will possess 
audiences—until the credits appear. 
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An Evening with Jennifer Thompson-
Cannino and Ronald Cotton 
By Jessica Leatherman 
Pboto Credit: www.pickiagcottimbo<A.cam 
On Feb. 19 at pOOpm Jenni-^^ 
fer Thompson-Cannino and Rorikd Cotton todc 
Uie auditorium stage to tell a ^tory about their 
book, Picking Cotton: Our Memoir of Iryustice 
and Redemption, and their lives. They toW 
those who were ttiere about the events that 
"Forgiveness is the key and 
learning how to take each 
nnoment with you is something 
that cannot be exchanged for 
anything else." 
changed their lives forever and then wished to 
open up to questions from the audience. The 
speakers made sure that everyone present was 
to %ure mjt swhere they stood on the dif­
ferent tqaics pr^erfted m their book, such as 
the death pena%. Ronald Cotton mentioned 
a ltr« that most peopite tiave probably heard 
throughout their liwes, t+ie original being; "Live, 
Love and Forget," but saying it differently that 
nigM he n*entior»ed that you will live and love 
but fiat "You never 
TltaJ Bne stayed through the whole night 
as sonnethHTg with which people were able to 
make tefrtg t»rjtsections. Audierjce members 
nodded Uaeir heads in apprcwal, understanding 
what it mearit to take those moments with them 
and how tt created who they are today. Those 
in attendance oot or^ly agreed with the words 
being spoken, but Sihared more than one pow­
erful statemert to those that wished to support 
tten at this everrt, TWs expertence has opened 
up a whole Jiew level of people being able to 
open to their truths; no one should ever 
have to deal witfi something that changes their 
forev^ an iier cawn. Although there were 
grar«j manerrts tra# everywje shared together, 
the gresftest fljmg to those that were running 
the event was tte large number of those in 
attendaiK^. Tfe Tuesday night event held an 
almost cofi^etely Mi auditorium. Those that 
took the fene rait of Ih^ Jives to come and 
lis^ to ^ary every last second 
and willed for the evertf to continue on much 
longa* tism i cKd. 
Not otipf was M ciesr tftat everyone 
wn^hed Ihe to go m !or^er, but the 
wa^ m fine m <»iter to get their 
^ned and to eaqfrnmnx just a short 
those Siai Ixad s^ir^ them to 
ga^er m ihe ftst f^ace. litis year <for ail 
of the s^idenls, faou% and slaff) the idea is 
fc»giv«ie^, s JKA simply forget­
ting mov^ oa, bait means that each 
moment is taken in order to create each 
individual as they are. Forgiveness is key 
and learning how to take each moment with 
you is something that cannot be exchanged 
for anything else. It seems to be clear that 
the book of the year for Concordia University 
has been a huge hit and getting this experi­
ence, to meet the authors and get a chance 
to speak with them, was an experience that 
could not be exchanged for anything. 
Pboto; www.pickingcottoabook.com 
Freslnnaa CSP Meg Poulson (center) had the opportunity to meet both authors 
in. 
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Caffeine, Warmth, and Free WiFi 
Cahoots Coffee Bar 
By Meredith Wagner 
Straight up, this place is the coffee house of Hipsterville. It is 
old and probably not the cleanest establishment on the block, but none­
theless quite homey. However, all this does not mean it is completely 
off bounds for the more reserved Concordians. The biggest bonus of 
Cahoots Coffee Bar is that it is less than a ten minute hop, skip and 
jump from the corner of Hamline and Marshall. Simply turn right off of 
Hamline onto Selby, cross the bridge, continue on for two blocks and 
boom! There it is, with the warm glow of multiple lamps shining through 
the front window and the heady smell of roasted coffee beans. 
The atmosphere of Cahoots is pretty neat. In its own way, it is 
an interesting mix of Oriental and Middle Eastern decor with a splash 
of the 1960's office life...with free wifi. There are huge rugs and other 
woven artworks hanging on the walls. In fact, most are for sale if you 
are in need of some alternative carpeting. Colorful tile topped tables 
with orange and green rolling office chairs sprinkle the main room and 
form an L shape around the coffee counter. This area is usually a bit 
louder, with people chatting and the hiss and hum of the coffee ma­
chines creating background noise. However, there is a back room that is 
usually very quiet. It has smaller tables and two couches frequented by 
people buried in books or laptops. The most unique part of Cahoots is 
the back alley patio. It is open all the time, but only really used dur­
ing the warmer climates. Flowerpots and umbrellas separate it from the 
neighboring establishments, and seating is just simple outdoor tables and 
chairs. 
There is an extensive beverage menu on a chalkboard behind 
the register with all of the coffee basics, and a smaller board for the 
daily roasts . and spe­
cial seasonal drinks (I 
recommend the Dark 
Roast). They have an 
extensive collection of 
loose leaf tea avail­
able by the cup or by 
the pot. I am sipping 
on the African Rooibos 
as I sit here and write 
this. It is pretty good-
-light and fruity with 
just a hint of" honey. 
Food wise, there is a 
small selection of ice cream and other coffee shop snacks: bars, over­
sized cookies and biscotti. Below the cold drinks in the fridge opposite 
of the register, there is a limited selection of chilled sandwiches. There 
are usually only one or two left by the late aftemoon when I get there, 
so they seem to be pretty popular. Last but not least, on the far left 
of the chalkboard, there is a menu of various Mediten-anean dishes that 
are smallish in proportion, but delicious. 
So no, it doesn't have the big-city gloss of a Starbucks, or the 
signature leaping deer on its mugs. However, if you want an off campus 
(but within walking distance) place place to study, and enjoy a cuppa 
Joe, Cahoots Coffee Bar is the place to go. They've got all a college 
kid could want: caffeine, warmth, and free wifi. 
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Word Search 
By Kayld Blair 
Green 
Four Leaf Clover 
Leprechaun • 4nol fir«7 
Rainbow ,, 
Spring 
Sunshine 
Warmth 
Easter 
St Patricks Day 
Butterflies 
Eggs 
Colorful 
Life 
Happiness 
Flowers 
Lilies 
Basket 
Ireland 
Resurrection 
Dove 
Rabbit 
Lamb 
Tomb 
Passion 
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March Crossword 
By Rebecca McDermeit 
Across 
4 Mythical creature from IrelarKi 
7 Hidden at the end of a 
rainbow 
9 The holiest day on the 
Christian calendar 
10 Season of rebirth 
11 Allegedly drove snakes out 
of Ireland (2 words) 
13 Irish Color 
14 March is Women's 
month. 
16 Sacrificial 
17 March 14th is Worid 
Day 
18 If you are born in March 
between the 1st and the 
20th you are astrologically 
a . 
20 Roll away the stone on the 
Down 
Retum to life 
Jesus died on the 
Bloom in Spring. 
If it has four leaves 
instead of ttiree, it is 
lucky 
6 Bird which symbolizes 
peace 
8 Hugh Jackman voiced the 
Easter in the film 
Rise of the Gaurdians. 
12 the "Emerald Isle" 
15 Daylight time 
starts on the 10th. 
18 Sunday before Easter 
19 Painted for Easter 
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